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 Any adult desperate to plant seeds of peace, relaxation, and recognition in children will see this
original meditation  Pebble meditation is normally a playful and fun activity that parents and
educators can perform with their kids to present them to meditation. It really is designed to
involve kids in a hands-on and creative way that touches on their interconnection with
nature.guideline helpful. A Handful of Calm is a concrete activity that parents and educators can
expose to kids in school settings, in their regional communities or in the home, in a way that is
definitely meaningful and inviting.A Handful of Quiet presents among the best known and most
innovative meditation procedures produced by Thich Nhat Hanh as part of the Plum Village
community's practice with children. Practicing pebble meditation can help relieve stress,
increase focus, nourish gratitude, and will help children deal with difficult emotions. Children can
also enjoy performing pebble meditation on their own.Gorgeous color illustrations by Wietske
Vriezen, illustrator of Planting Seeds (ISBN-13: 978-1-935209-80-5) and Mindful Movements
(978-1-888375-79-4).
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 The information could possibly be presented all in a single day over one hour or more, or (as I
favor) it could be presented over a few days which gives time for the kid to think about it and
absorb the concepts. For teachers I think this is an absolute must have, particularly preschool
and lower elementary. The best I've ever seen This is absolutely one of the best books on
meditation for young children that I have even seen. I've taught pre-college through adults -
been an educator for 30+ years - which book is set up exactly as I'd need from an educator point
of view. Beautiful Book I purchased this reserve for my granddaughter on her behalf 7th
birthday. Next I'll introduce it to my 4year previous grandchild.1) It sets up the story for the child
to understand2) It offers a physical example for the kid to use3) It provides manuals practice for
the child4) It provides pages for the child's personal words and artAnyone - teachers, parents,
grandparents, child care employees - can use this book and method.Excellent This book helped
me learn how to be calm in my own space and to practice meditation. Then your practice and be
continued over a lifetime!Just exceptional - from a master teacher - Thich Nhat Hanh - produced
from a series of teachings he offered to a big group of kids who were attending one of is own
retreats. Helping students be careful, not just quiet! Great introduction to meditation This book
can be an insightful way to introduce children (our grandchildren) to meditation. They're either
thinking about a silent frog or pig, and not noticing their own bodies. This reserve uses rocks
and visuals such as "space" which are more abstract to help children find calm. I really like the
poems by the end. I used the rock meditation in my own Kindergarten class and my learners
were so excellent at relating the pictures to their bodies and building them their own. Her Mom
is a Yoga exercise Instructor and I believed her Mom might like it more than she. I also use it as
an art project where we make our very own drawings of mountains space etc. They focused on
their job intently, some even stopped to breathe because they worked. A lot of books regarding
mindfulness for children use animals as characters, that is adorable and gets their attention, but
doesn't actually teach college students to be mindful. Utilizing the rocks, the children involve
some ownership of the procedure. It is a clever way to activate the mind; actually, Grandpa and I
are doing it, too! Helpful Meditation hints for kids Just what a thoughtful way to present
meditation for kids. There is no religious overtones, just a sweet method of helping children to
focus and value their world and themselves. Perfect little book Book is a superb little aid for
starting meditation. I love the pebble element to have something physical for assisting to
maintain consciousness of the duty at hand. While we've a largely Hispanic populace and I
attemptedto find a Spanish version, there wasn't someone to be found and that's OK for our
purposes. I Recommend this book for ANYone. I also enjoyed that the reserve is an enclosed
spiral bound publication so can be used many, many times without risk of the spine arriving
apart to be utilized for years to come. I bought this for my pal, a mental health service provider,
as she lamented that she wished she could figure out how to teach her patients how exactly to
meditate. It's short and affirmative. I purchased my friend a jar and the ones glass rocks that are
so well-known and she was on the moon! While aimed at being a children's reserve, it's for
children of most ages and is a great basic meditation that's just quickly teachable. Best
meditation for kids I loved this book! Anything written for kids by Thich Nhat Hanhn is always
so unexpectedly perfect and age-appropriate. After all he is the meditation professional. You
can use this book therefore many ways. You can be read to your son or daughter bedtime to
help calm them. They were so into the activity that they voluntarily did not talk. The size is
perfect for little hands, nonetheless it is definitely hard bound. That is also the most importantly
a perfect meditation for kids. The illustrations are wonderful and the message is classic. I am 8
yrs . old. Engaging and Powerful What a delightful book. It really is just as good for adults for



children. I am meditating for 20 years but chose to try out this and was surprised how impactful
it was for me. The book gets 5 stars; A simple way to improve you living space - for those of
most ages. Beautiful. We're getting the page with the meditation mantras translated, which are
not difficult to allow this. And of course, this is great for teaching children about meditation. I've
already started using this procedure with my 7 yr old granddaughter to help her be calm and
focus, in fact it is operating. We do the drawing activity, and the kids were drawing SILENTLY on
their own! Was I incorrect!! My granddaughter fell deeply in love with the pictures. LOVED this
book! Secondly, the reader is encouraged to complete personal thoughts about feeling happy or
relaxed. As a first grader just learning how to compose, this was a delightful experience on her
behalf. Finally, in the back of the publication is a pleasant piano tune. Five Stars great addition
to my collection All in all, the reserve is beautiful plus much more than I expected. or we
decorate Pebbles and make a handbag for them. The meditations in this book also help kids
understand the importance of spending time in nature. She has always adored stones and each
one in the book has a story. Content very helpful! I maintain my stones in my own mala bag right
now. Kindle edition fewer. The cards that must include the physical publication are difficult to
produce fron the digital set-up. Two Stars This appeared better online than I actually found it to
be in hand. gift Okay product, it wasn't my thing, but We ordered it for a gift. For the Students
Going to make use of in my classroom! She actually is just learning how to play the piano and
was thrilled to discover this brief music piece.
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